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Answer:
Proliferative myositis of the left adductor magnus muscle
Discussion:
MRI (Fig. 1a) demonstrates extensive muscle oedema-

like signal within the medial aspect of adductor magnus. 
Poorly defined low SI, limited to the muscle belly with sur-
rounding oedema-like signal is also seen but the muscle 
fibres are not replaced or disrupted (Fig. 1b). Subsequent 
US (Fig. 2a) shows prominent hypoechoic bands between 
swollen hyperechoic muscle fascicles – the ‘dry cracked 
mud’ appearance described in proliferative myositis (PM). 
Longitudinal images showed continuous, hyperechoic mus-
cle fibres without a focal mass. US guided biopsy was per-
formed with histology revealing skeletal muscle with focal 
degeneration and spindle cells. Repeat US only 2-weeks 
later confirmed the mass had already reduced in size, mus-
cle fibres remained continuous and that there was subtle 
return of normal muscle fibre echotexture (Fig. 2b). MRI at 
3 months shows complete lesion resolution, by which time 
symptoms had also resolved.

PM is a benign pseudo-sarcomatous process within the 
spectrum of fibroblastic/myofibroblastic tumours. It is usu-
ally seen in middle aged adults (median age 50 years [1]), 

but cases in the paediatric population have been described 
[1–3]. The typical presentation is of a painful, rapidly grow-
ing soft tissue mass, most often located in the upper limbs 
[1]. Its aetiology is not clear but an association with trauma, 
inflammatory and ischaemic processes have been postulated 
[1–3].

PM is characterized by the presence of ganglion-like cells 
and proliferative spindle cells interposed between preserved 
muscle fibres which can give a ‘checkerboard’ pattern his-
tologically [2, 3].

MRI typically shows mass-like swelling of the muscle, 
which is generally hyperintense, often homogeneous, on 
T2 / fluid sensitive sequences and hypo- to isointense on 
T1, with perilesional oedema-like signal and homogenous 
enhancement, commonly extending to the surrounding fascia 
[4]. Intermediate to low T2 SI linear foci, analogous to the 
checkerboard pattern seen histologically, and occasionally 
larger areas of T2 hypointensity [3] may be seen. Muscle 
fibres remain continuous throughout the lesion, differenti-
ating it from a soft tissue sarcoma (STS). The inflamma-
tory appearance and frequent linear hypointensity is also 
atypical for STS. US confirms muscle continuity and may 
demonstrate fascial infiltration with occasional increased 
vascularity on colour Doppler. The ‘cracked dry mud’ sign 
describes the US appearance of hypoechoic bands between 
swollen hyperechoic muscle fibres: this is a highly specific 
sign for PM [5] but has also rarely been described in early 
myositis ossificans [6].

PM is a self-limiting process with spontaneous regres-
sion (usually within 1 year), without tendency to recur [7]. 
Conservative treatment is preferred. In addition to sarcoma, 
the main differential diagnosis is nodular fasciitis which 
appears as a solid mass on imaging, although cystic and 
myxoid components have been described. Myositis ossifi-
cans typically exhibits a low signal curvilinear lesion with 
intense surrounding oedema in the early stages [6]. In nodu-
lar intramuscular sarcoid, lesions may have a star shaped low 
central surrounded by high SI, so called ‘dark star sign’ [8].

The case presentation can be found at https:// doi. org/ 10. 1007/ 
s00256- 021- 03959-6
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An astute radiologist may suggest the diagnosis of PM 
if the US and MRI findings mentioned above are recog-
nized. A sarcoma should be excluded on biopsy, and it 
should be possible to avoid surgery if clinical / radiologi-
cal surveillance confirms resolution.
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Fig. 1  Axial PD SPAIR MR 
image of the left thigh (a) shows 
an ill-defined lesion within the 
left adductor magnus muscle, 
consisting of linear / reticular 
high signal (arrows) surround-
ing a central area of hypointen-
sity (*). b Sagittal T2W FSE 
image shows elongated muscle 
hyperintesity with central low 
signal (*), both images showing 
intact muscle fibres
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Fig. 2  Transverse US image of the left thigh during initial biopsy 
(a) shows multiple hypoechoic bands (arrows) separating swollen, 
hyperechoic adductor magnus muscle fibres (*), giving a ‘dry cracked 
mud,’ appearance. (The Doppler signals shown are artefactual and 
no internal neovascularity was present). Longitudinal US image on a 
follow up study only 2-weeks later (b) shows reduced muscle bundle 
swelling, subtle return of the normal echotexture and confirms conti-
nuity of muscle fibres (arrows)
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